Check out the terrific crew we had at the screening site on Saturday, October 19. Despite torrential rains overnight, these folks showed up at 8 a.m. ready to slog in the mud and work. We had to abandon our hopes of finishing Pile 2 on Saturday because the area surrounding the pile was a bog. So we started on Pile 11 instead – muddy but manageable. Our crew on Saturday included college students, a middle school student, and even a visitor to Texas from Perth, Western Australia! You people rock!!!!

Jorge Garcia, professor of archeology and anthropology at HCC and two of his students, Blaire Baker and Lire Spencer, showed up to help screen. Those students moved some dirt!

Believe it or not, Alex recovered ANOTHER great point, proving our theory that the "new guy" always finds the best points on his (or her) first day. Y’all come out and be the “new guy”!

Our newest and youngest crew member, Alex Neuman, a student at Navarro Middle School in Rosenberg, recovered the first point of the day. Here Dr. Jason Barrett examines the point with Alex while other crew members look on.

We recovered some nice artifacts including arrow points, a dart point, a graver, several pieces of pottery, and lots of lithic flakes.